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REVIEW: PART OF A SPECIAL ISSUE ON MATCHING ROOTS TO THEIR ENVIRONMENT
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† Background Rice is the world’s most important cereal crop and phosphorus (P) and zinc (Zn) deficiency are
major constraints to its production. Where fertilizer is applied to overcome these nutritional constraints it
comes at substantial cost to farmers and the efficiency of fertilizer use is low. Breeding crops that are efficient
at acquiring P and Zn from native soil reserves or fertilizer sources has been advocated as a cost-effective solu-
tion, but would benefit from knowledge of genes and mechanisms that confer enhanced uptake of these nutrients
by roots.
† Scope This review discusses root traits that have been linked to P and Zn uptake in rice, including traits that
increase mobilization of P/Zn from soils, increase the volume of soil explored by roots or root surface area to
recapture solubilized nutrients, enhance the rate of P/Zn uptake across the root membrane, and whole-plant
traits that affect root growth and nutrient capture. In particular, this review focuses on the potential for these
traits to be exploited through breeding programmes to produce nutrient-efficient crop cultivars.
† Conclusions Few root traits have so far been used successfully in plant breeding for enhanced P and Zn uptake
in rice or any other crop. Insufficient genotypic variation for traits or the failure to enhance nutrient uptake under
realistic field conditions are likely reasons for the limited success. More emphasis is needed on field studies in
mapping populations or association panels to identify those traits and underlying genes that are able to enhance
nutrient acquisition beyond the level already present in most cultivars.

Key words: Adventitious roots, deoxymugineic acid, marker-assisted selection, nutrient-use efficiency,
phosphorus transporters, phosphorus uptake, zinc uptake, low-molecular-weight organic acids, radial oxygen
loss, radical oxygen stress, root hairs, quantitative trait loci, QTL.

INTRODUCTION

Phosphorus (P) deficiency and zinc (Zn) deficiency are two of
the most important nutritional constraints to rice growth
across the globe (Ismail et al., 2007). The desire to improve
the Zn and P acquisition efficiency of rice roots arises
because P and Zn fertilizers are not always adequate to over-
come the crop production constraints. Fertilizers are a costly
input, such that their use limits the profitability of rice
farming for high-input or low-input systems, and the use of fer-
tilizers for these two rice nutrients is notoriously inefficient.
Both fertilizer-P and fertilizer-Zn can rapidly form insoluble
complexes in the soil, rendering them unavailable for plant
uptake unless genotypes with an improved capability to access
these soil-bound nutrients are developed (Fageria et al., 1988;
Johnson-Beebout et al., 2009). While the size of remaining
global reserves of rock P is often contested and possibly not
as dire as earlier reports suggested (e.g. Steen, 1998), P still

remains a finite resource and most of the rock P reserves are
controlled by relatively few countries (Cordell et al., 2009).
Further, the inefficient use of P fertilizer leads to pollution
because erosion of soils high in P strongly contributes to eu-
trophication of waterways (Sharpley et al., 2001). Breeding
crop cultivars with enhanced capacity to acquire Zn and P
from native and fertilizer sources has therefore been advocated
as a cost-effective means by which to improve the efficiency of
nutrient use in rice production (Ismail et al., 2007).

Rice-growing environments can be categorized into two very
broad categories: ‘upland’ and ‘lowland’. For the purposes of
this review, ‘lowland’ rice production is characterized by soil
submergence during crop establishment and/or the vegetative
and early reproductive growth stages. ‘Upland’ rice production
is characterized by soil that may be saturated, but is not inten-
tionally submerged during any part of the growing season.
Phosphorus deficiency is more common in upland environ-
ments, because P predominantly reacts with iron (Fe) and
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aluminum (Al) in acid soils, and calcium (Ca) in neutral to al-
kaline soils to form poorly soluble complexes (Holford, 1997),
but is released from some of these compounds after flooding as
the redox potential and pH change. After long-term flooding or
seasonal drainage of a rice paddy, some of this plant-available P
becomes unavailable again as it binds to or precipitates with
newly forming Fe oxide compounds (Kirk, 2004). In contrast,
Zn deficiency is more common in lowland environments
because the low redox potential causes Zn to precipitate as
zinc sulphide, zinc carbonate or zinc oxy-hydroxides, whereas
in aerobic soils Zn2+ is readily available to plants often on
cation exchange sites. One exception is that calcareous soils
tend to be Zn-deficient in aerobic conditions as well as long-
term anaerobic conditions, with Zn most readily available
after short-term flooding at an intermediate redox potential.
Interested readers are referred to earlier reviews of the details
of Zn and P chemistry in soils (Kirk, 2004; Impa and
Johnson-Beebout, 2012).

While plant requirements for P and Zn vary by orders of mag-
nitude and their roles within plants are contrasting, root traits
that enhance their acquisition are similar. Because both nutrients
have poor mobility in soils, many traits that enhance the capture
of P will also improve Zn acquisition, although one trait may be
more effective in upland environments (and upland genotypes)
for the purpose of P acquisition, while being more effective in
lowland environments for Zn acquisition. These root traits are
the subject of this review, and discussion focuses on the pro-
spects of these traits to be exploited in plant breeding using a
marker-assisted selection (MAS) approach.

Although it is often emphasized that enhancing nutrient-use
efficiency is critical across the globe both to sustain yields in
low-input agriculture and to reduce fertilizer inputs in high-
input agriculture, it is not clear if traits that enhance efficiency
in low-input systems also confer efficiency in high-input
systems. Most of our understanding of root traits that
enhance the acquisition of P and/or Zn arises from studies
that have examined plants suffering a relatively high level of
stress, rather than testing differences in plant uptake efficiency
under nutrient-sufficient conditions. There is little or no evi-
dence to suggest that genes or traits that confer greater acqui-
sition of P/Zn (and therefore greater crop growth) in P or
Zn-deficient soils (i.e. 1–3 t ha21 rice crops in Asia or
India) will also help high-input farmers maintain 8-t yields
with reduced fertilizer inputs. While there are several exam-
ples of the introduction in breeding programmes of root
traits that enhance nutrient uptake from nutrient-impoverished
soils (see Wissuwa et al., 2009), we are not aware of any
examples of breeding for root traits to enhance nutrient
uptake and thereby reduce fertilizer requirements of high-
yielding crops. Thus, this review focuses on the potential of
a range of plant traits to be exploited in breeding programmes
for low-input systems, and their applicability to enhancing
fertilizer-use efficiency remains to be tested.

ROOT TRAITS TO INCREASE THE POOL OF
MOBILE P AND Zn

Given that a large proportion of P and Zn in many upland- and
lowland-rice soils exist as insoluble complexes, root traits that
confer the capacity to mobilize a proportion of P and/or Zn are

highly desirable. Traits that can potentially enhance the mobil-
ization of P and Zn from soils have received significant atten-
tion across a range of crop species [see reviews by Hinsinger
(2001), Lambers et al. (2006) and Richardson et al. (2011)
for P, and Broadley et al. (2007) for Zn]. The major traits
that have been pursued for both Zn and P solubilization
include root efflux of low-molecular-weight organic acids
(LMWOAs) and efflux of H+ ions, as well as efflux of other
chelating agents (e.g. siderophores for Zn) or phosphatases
capable of mobilizing organic P in soils (Fig. 1).

Efflux of ligands from roots

Among the most widely studied ligands exuded from plant
roots are the LMWOAs, which compete with inorganic P
(Pi) for the same sorption sites (ligand exchange) or solubilize
Pi via ligand-promoted mineral dissolution in acid soils domi-
nated by Al and Fe (Schefe et al., 2008). Protons released to
balance the negative charge of LMWOAs may further
promote Pi release from soil minerals (see following section).

LMWOAs have been implicated in both P and Zn acquisi-
tion in upland and lowland rice. Modelling studies suggest
that root efflux of citrate plays a key role in mobilization of
P in aerobic rice soils (Kirk, 1999; Kirk et al., 1999a, b).
The model used by Kirk (1999) is based on observations
that rice plants were able to obtain P from the alkali-soluble
inorganic soil P (NaOH Pi) fraction (Hedley et al., 1994),
and this mobilization of P could not be explained by either
rhizosphere pH changes or by the release of phosphatases
from roots. In addition, physiological studies showed that
P-deficient rice plants increased the efflux of citrate compared
with P-replete plants (Kirk et al., 1999a). However, while the
modelling studies show good agreement between predicted P
uptake and measured P uptake in soil-grown plants (Kirk
et al., 1999b), it is worth noting that no direct cause and
effect relationship between LMWOA efflux and P uptake has
been shown for upland rice. In this regard rice is similar to
other upland crops, where evidence for the benefits of
LMWOA efflux is often circumstantial. For example, wheat
can readily deplete the NaOH Pi fraction (Vu et al., 2008;
Rose et al., 2010) but it is possible that the NaOH Pi pool is
simply in rapid equilibrium with the labile bicarbonate Pi frac-
tion such that no active P solubilization is necessary.

Genotypic variation for root-efflux of LMWOAs under P
deficiency has also been demonstrated in rice (Kirk et al.,
1999; Hoffland et al., 2006); however, we are unaware of
any studies that have directly linked this efflux to genotypic
P efficiency in the field, and published studies have been in-
conclusive. Hoffland et al. (2006) found higher citrate exud-
ation in genotypes that grew relatively well with rock
phosphate as a P source, yet Kirk et al. (1999a, b) reported
lowest citrate exudation in the P-efficient Brazilian upland
rice variety ‘IAC47’ and the data of Kirk et al. (1999a, b)
also suggested that citrate exudation did not necessarily in-
crease under P deficiency. To this end, the results from
studies on rice mirror those in other cereals: a recent review
by Richardson et al. (2011) concluded that despite the hopes
held for LMWOAs in improving P nutrition of crops, little evi-
dence exists in species that do not form cluster roots. Further,
recent studies have questioned whether the low concentrations
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of LMWOAs effluxed from cereal roots can effectively
compete with P for the same sorption sites, particularly in
the presence of numerous unsaturated anionic binding
domains found in Al- and Fe-(oxy)hydroxide-dominated acid
soils (Schefe et al., 2008; Oburger et al., 2009). This
LMWOA competition for P sorption sites is more effective
at releasing P when there is a relatively high amount of P
present (Johnson and Loeppert, 2006), implying that this
root trait may be more likely to increase P fertilizer-use effi-
ciency than P uptake from extremely deficient soils.

Studies on LMWOA efflux from rice roots in response to Zn
deficiency are equally inconclusive. While higher root-efflux
rates of citrate (Hajiboland et al., 2005; Hoffland et al.,
2006) and malate (Hajiboland et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2009;
Rose et al., 2011a) have been observed in Zn-efficient
upland and lowland-rice genotypes suffering from Zn defi-
ciency, two issues need to be resolved before one could con-
clude that this efflux directly enhances Zn uptake. First, the
efflux of LMWOAs often coincides with radical oxygen
stress-induced root leakage and may therefore be a conse-
quence of root membrane damage rather than an active stress
response (Chen et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2011a, 2012). The
second unresolved question relates to the amount of
LMWOAs needed in the rhizosphere to release significant
amounts of Zn. There is very little information available

regarding how the observed root exudate efflux rates in nutri-
ent solution correspond to their concentration in rhizosphere
soil. From the few available direct measurements of rhizo-
sphere LMWOA concentrations, we know that malate may be
found in concentrations in the order of magnitude 0.1–1 mM,
with a wider range measurable in a citrate experiment indicat-
ing 0.01–1 mM (Kirk et al., 1999a; Gao et al., 2009). This in-
formation suggests a very wide range of rhizosphere root
exudate concentrations among different types of exudates.
While two soil incubation experiments have shown that the con-
centrations of citrate and malate released from the roots of
Zn-deficient rice plants were insufficient to mobilize significant
amounts of Zn from two Zn-deficient soils (Gao et al., 2009;
Rose et al., 2011a), the effectiveness of a specific exudate is
likely to vary in different soil types (Impa and
Johnson-Beebout, 2012), so further research is needed to deter-
mine which root exudates are potentially the most useful trait.

Taken as a whole, it can be concluded that rice plants tend to
increase exudation of LMWOAs, particularly citrate and
malate, under P- or Zn-deficiency stress. What is unclear,
however, is whether the increased efflux of citrate or malate
provides direct benefits in terms of increased P or Zn acquisi-
tion from soils. It is also unclear whether the enhanced
LMWOA efflux is a strategy employed specifically by P- or
Zn-efficient genotypes and could therefore be exploited to
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breed more efficient crop cultivars, or whether it is simply a
general stress response that does not necessarily confer toler-
ance to P- or Zn-deficiency stress.

One ligand that does show promise as a breeding target
for improving Zn acquisition by rice is the phytosiderophore
deoxymugineic acid (DMA) which is released by graminaceous
plants, particularly in response to Fe deficiency. Overexpressing
the DMA efflux transporter OsTOM1 has been shown to
enhance tolerance to Fe deficiency under controlled conditions
(Nozoye et al., 2011). Other studies showed that these effects
would also extend to Zn uptake (Ishimaru et al., 2011) and
some indirect lines of evidence suggest that higher tolerance to
Zn deficiency of some genotypes was due to enhanced DMA ex-
udation and subsequent uptake of the Zn–DMA complex (Arnold
et al., 2010; Widodo et al., 2010; Ptashnyk et al., 2011). It is im-
portant to note that efflux of DMA from rice roots appears
to decline as Zn-deficiency stress increases (Suzuki et al.,
2008); however, we have recently discovered that Zn-efficient
genotypes tend to maintain DMA efflux at higher rates for a
longer period after Zn-deficiency-stress conditions are imposed
(M. T. Rose, unpubl. data). In this way it is possible that higher
DMA efflux rates are actually a consequence of superior internal
Zn efficiency or ability to avoid a ‘panic’ response under Zn defi-
ciency (see ‘General response to stress – stress response versus
tolerant response’ below). Although no direct measurements of
DMA concentration in rhizosphere soil have yet been published,
it has been modelled from the efflux rate and root architecture,
ranging from 0.001 to 0.01 mM, which is several orders of magni-
tude lower than the measured LMWOA concentrations men-
tioned above (Ptashnyk et al., 2011). As with the LMWOAs, it
is unclear how effective this low concentration might be at mobil-
izing Zn from soil, and its effectiveness is likely to differ with
changing soil chemistry.

It is interesting to note that enhanced phytosiderophore
release from roots has not been exploited in upland crops,
and there are conflicting reports regarding their role in geno-
typic Zn acquisition efficiency in aerobic soils (reviewed by
Hacisalihoglu and Kochian, 2003). Indeed, these authors con-
cluded that differences in internal use of Zn were the most
likely causes of genotypic differences in Zn efficiency rather
than differences in Zn acquisition from soils (Hacisalihoglu
and Kochian, 2003). Given that Zn acquisition appears to
drive Zn efficiency in lowland rice (Wissuwa et al., 2006), it
is important to find out if exudation of LMWOAs or DMA
is actually triggered as a low-Zn stress response.

Rhizosphere acidification

Acidification of the rhizosphere has been shown to be ef-
fective in mobilizing P in a wide range of flooded soils
(Kirk and Saleque, 1995). Two main processes are involved
in rhizosphere acidification: (1) the radial oxygen loss (ROL)
from roots oxidizes Fe2+ to release two protons [4Fe2+ + O2

+10H2O � 4Fe(OH)3 + 8H+]; and (2) the imbalance of
cation/anion uptake due mainly to the presence of N as NH4

+

in reduced soil (Begg et al., 1994), which results in greater
release of H+ ions into the rhizosphere. The possibility also
exists that H+ efflux is an active mechanism in its own right,
and efflux of anions or ligands (LMWOAs) may act to
balance the increased H+ efflux. Regardless, any of these

mechanisms would release P or Zn in neutral to alkaline
lowland soils; however, to what extent they could be exploited
in breeding is unclear. We are not aware of any evidence sug-
gesting certain rice genotypes would increase cation/anion
imbalances above the level normally observed in flooded
soils, particularly since nitrogen (N) dynamics are primarily
controlled by soil factors.

Compared with direct proton efflux from roots, the P-mobilizing
effect of rhizosphere acidification by ROL in flooded soils is
more complex. ROL from roots and the subsequent oxidation
of Fe2+ to Fe-(hydr)oxides leads to two competing processes:
(1) the mobilization of P from acid soluble P pools (presum-
ably Ca-P minerals) as H+ is released from the oxidation of
Fe2+; and (2) the immobilization of P as it is absorbed on
Fe-(hydr)oxides that form at the root surface. The modelling
study of Kirk and Saleque (1995) presumed that there were
net benefits in terms of P mobilization, and the agreement
between model predictions and measured P uptake seemingly
confirmed this assumption. Further, aerenchyma formation
(i.e. root porosity) in rice plants increases under P deficiency
(Kirk and Le Van Du, 1997) and, given that root porosity is
directly proportional to ROL from roots (Mei et al., 2009),
it is possible that increased ROL is a plant adaptation to
P stress. However, the formation of aerenchyma is also a strat-
egy used by plants to increase root exploration of the soil at
a lower carbon cost (Lynch, 2007), and the increased root
porosity under P deficiency stress reported by Kirk and
Le Van Du (1997) coincided with an increase in the proportion
of fine roots. It is therefore possible that increased ROL is
a consequence of plants producing a low-carbon-cost root
system under P deficiency, rather than a direct strategy to
acidify the rhizosphere and solubilize P. This may be consist-
ent with the fact that genotypic differences in ROL from roots
have been reported (Mei et al., 2009) but it is not known
whether genotypes that had higher ROL from roots showed
greater acquisition of P.

There is further uncertainty about the role of the Fe plaque
formed by the ROL from roots in the acquisition of nutrients.
For example, some studies suggest that the Fe plaque acts as a
reservoir for P and Zn (Zhang et al., 1998, 1999), while other
studies suggest it may act as a barrier to nutrient uptake (dis-
cussed in Liang et al., 2006) or suggest that the Fe plaque
has little relevance to nutrient acquisition because it is not
present on the fine young roots involved in nutrient uptake
(Seyfferth et al., 2010). That Fe plaque was not observed on
the fine young roots involved in nutrient uptake is interesting
in itself, given that these fine roots have higher rates of ROL
than primary roots which typically form non-permeable
barrier to ROL (Kirk, 2003). Until we gain a deeper under-
standing of the role of ROL and the Fe plaque in nutrient
uptake, and whether genotypic differences in either ROL or
Fe plaque formation confer enhanced P or Zn acquisition
under field conditions, there is little scope for selecting var-
iants of these traits to improve nutrient acquisition in rice.

Efflux of phosphatases

Between 30 and 70 % of P in soils can be in organic (Po) forms
(Harrison, 1987) including inositol phosphates, phospholipids,
sugar phosphates and nucleic acids. The desire to breed or
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engineer plants that possess an enhanced capacity to access
these typically recalcitrant forms of P in soils has driven
research into root-secreted phosphatase enzymes, but with
limited breeding advances to date. Attempts to increase the
efflux of various phosphatases through transgenic approaches
have typically been unsuccessful, despite large increases in
the amount of P-solubilizing enzyme secreted by roots
(reviewed by Richardson et al., 2009). Indeed, there is still
debate as to whether phosphatase activity in the rhizosphere
or the physical availability of phytate in soils limits the bio-
availability of soil Po to plant roots.

In rice plants numerous phosphatase genes are
up-regulated in roots under P deficiency (Pariasca-Tanaka
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010); however, there is no evidence
that the expression of these genes is higher in P-efficient
genotypes (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009). Further, phospha-
tases play a number of roles in planta and we are unaware
of any evidence that the reported up-regulation of phosphat-
ase genes in rice roots (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009; Li
et al., 2010) leads to higher efflux from roots into the soil.
Until there is a greater understanding of root-secreted phos-
phatase–Po interactions in the soil the chances of exploiting
root-phosphatase activity for greater nutrient acquisition
appear slim.

Enrichment of P/Zn-mobilizing microorganisms

Microbial activity in the rice rhizosphere may either reduce
the pool of mobile P in soil via the consumption of plant-derived
carbon and plant/soil-derived soluble-P (immobilization), or
augment the soluble-P pool through production of microbial
ligands or phosphatases (Kirk et al., 1999b; Richardson and
Simpson, 2011). Unfortunately, as far as we are aware, direct
evidence for dominance of either mechanism is currently
lacking. Moreover, it is highly likely that relevant microbial
processes will be as spatially and temporally variable as is mi-
crobial community structure on the micro-scale (Ikenaga et al.,
2003), and microbial processes will differ between soil types
and plant genotypes on the macro-scale (Berg and Smalla,
2009). Systematic assessment may therefore be difficult.
Nevertheless, indirect evidence for the role of microbes in
rice nutrition is rapidly accumulating via the use of molecular
biology techniques to describe and interpret rhizosphere mi-
crobial community dynamics (Sørensen et al., 2009), together
with culture-dependent studies of plant-growth promoting
microorganisms (Vessey, 2003).

The plasticity of microbial communities in response to rice
plant nutritional status and even rice genotype is well docu-
mented (Hardoim et al., 2011). However, most of the work
to date has focused on microbial communities involved in
carbon and N cycling, rather than P or Zn. However, studies
on N have confirmed that selective breeding for specific func-
tional microbial communities is possible (Tan et al., 2003;
Knauth et al., 2005), and Hardoim et al. (2011) recently
showed that ‘traditional’ and ‘improved’ rice cultivars form
distinct bacterial associations, supporting the view that plant
breeding strategies targeting high-yield crops exert an effect
on the root-associated bacterial communities.

It remains unknown as to the main mechanism/s by which
rice genotypes select for specific communities over others;

however, variations in root exudates, proton and oxygen efflux
are hypothesized to play key roles (Ikenaga et al., 2003; Bais
et al., 2006; Hartmann et al., 2009). Briones et al. (2002) com-
pared the diversity and activities of ammonium-oxidizing bac-
teria in the rice root environment and found marked
inter-varietal differences, which could be partly explained by
differences of the oxygen concentrations around roots. With
respect to P, de Oliveira et al. (2009a) recently found that
the genetic and metabolic structure of the rhizosphere bacterial
community of maize was strongly influenced by the level of
P in the soil, and also to a smaller extent by the maize geno-
type. Interestingly, the bacterial communities from the rhizo-
sphere of P-efficient maize genotypes under P stress could
be discriminated from communities from non-efficient geno-
types when grouped by their carbon nutrition profiles. In com-
parison, under high-P conditions, microbial communities were
more variable and no trends could be discerned with respect to
plant genotypic P-efficiency. In a related study, de Oliveira
et al. (2009b) specifically investigated mycorrhizal communi-
ties in the roots of the same maize genotypes under low-P
and high-P conditions. Similar results were obtained to the
aforementioned study, with the P-efficient genotypes found
to host an exclusive, consistent subset of mycorrhizal DNA,
but only under P deficiency. In light of the fact that mycorrhiza
are known to be actively involved in P acquisition in cereals,
the results of de Oliveira et al. (2009b) lends support to the
hypothesis for plant genotype-driven selection of functional
microbial communities. In work comparing Zn-efficient and
-inefficient wheat genotypes, Rengel (1997) found that Zn
deficiency increased the numbers of fluorescent pseudomonads
in the rhizosphere of all wheat genotypes tested, but the
effect was particularly obvious for genotypes tolerant of
Zn deficiency. These reports imply a significant relationship
between nutrient-efficient genotypes, root exudation and mi-
crobial community selection, but raise a question as to
whether the observed microbial communities actively contrib-
ute to plant nutrient acquisition, or are only passively arising in
response to other, direct tolerance mechanisms affected by
those efficient genotypes. The lack of studies in rice that con-
trast different genotypes is one area of research that needs
attention.

An alternative to breeding cultivars with an inherent ability
to foster indigenous, favourable microbial communities would
be to select plant genotypes for compatibility with known plant
growth-promoting microorganisms. Microorganisms such as
plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria enhance the availability
of P through solubilization of soil-bound P, mainly through the
release of organic acids such as gluconic acid, or by chelating
cationic partners of P, thereby releasing P into soil solution
(Goldstein et al., 1993). It is well established that many rhizo-
sphere microorganisms can stimulate plant P acquisition
(reviewed by Richardson et al., 2011) and Zn acquisition
(e.g. Tariq et al., 2007) under laboratory and glasshouse con-
ditions, but their contribution to plant nutrition in the field is
somewhat inconsistent (Lucy et al., 2004). For example, in-
oculation of rice with a mixed-strain inoculant containing
four different plant-growth-promoting microorganisms, one
of which can solubilize P through acidification and phytase
production (Amprayn et al., 2012), did not improve P-use ef-
ficiency under field conditions (Cong et al., 2010) but did
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improve overall growth and N-use efficiency (Cong et al.,
2009).

In summary, there is little concrete evidence to suggest that
exploiting rhizosphere microbes will confer greater root acqui-
sition of P and Zn, but this may simply reflect our poor under-
standing of what is an extremely complex area rather than lack
of scope for exploitation. Given the large increases in rice root
efflux of sugars, amino acids, LMWOAs and other compounds
under both P and Zn deficiency (Suzuki et al., 2009; Rose
et al., 2011a), we speculate that greater understanding of
rhizosphere microbial dynamics may lead to opportunities
for enhancing the root acquisition of Zn and P over the
coming decades.

ROOT TRAITS TO INCREASE SOIL
EXPLORATION

Because both P and Zn are immobile in soil, the majority of
uptake of these nutrients will be driven by diffusion rather
than mass flow and, therefore, root exploration into new
volumes of soil will be critical (Barber, 1984). Further, the dis-
tribution of P and Zn are not uniform across a soil profile and
their concentrations tend to be highest in the upper soil hori-
zons, and may be patchy (Ma et al., 2009). Thus, an ideal
deficiency-tolerance mechanism would include thorough ex-
ploration of those regions of the profile where P or Zn is
most abundant.

Root architecture

In upland fields, root systems that maximize the spatial ex-
ploration of P-rich soil zones with minimal overlap of root de-
pletion zones is likely to enhance P and Zn acquisition.
Increased lateral and adventitious rooting and shallower
growth of seminal roots (or basal roots in the case of dicots)
appear to confer enhanced genotypic P acquisition in other
cereal crops (Lynch, 2007). Rice, however, is relatively sus-
ceptible to water deficit, and there is likely to be a trade-off
between topsoil foraging root traits and traits that enable
greater water acquisition from deeper in the soil profile (Ho
et al., 2005). It is therefore unclear whether topsoil foraging
traits beneficial in other crop species provide overall benefits
for rain-fed lowland- and upland-rice crops. Given that
rain-fed rice systems are generally drought prone, it will be im-
portant to develop rice that combines both efficient water
uptake and nutrient foraging.

Good progress has recently been made with the develop-
ment of drought-tolerant rice-breeding materials (Dixit et al.,
2012) and the identification of a quantitative trait locus
(QTL) for steep root angles, Deep root (Dro1) (Uga et al.,
2011), is expected to lead to further advances in drought toler-
ance. Given the importance of drought, it is therefore unrealis-
tic to contemplate breeding for purely shallow roots. The only
way would be to establish that shallow and deep roots are
under independent genetic control, which would allow for
the development of cultivars with a sufficiently large propor-
tion of deep roots while concentrating the remaining roots in
shallower, nutrient-rich regions. That this may indeed be pos-
sible is suggested by the observation that the main QTL for
shallow rooting, qSOR1 (Soil Surface Rooting 1; Uga et al.,

2012) was mapped to chromosome 7 while Dro1 is located
on chromosome 9 (Uga et al., 2011). The attempt to develop
rice cultivars with such bi-modal rooting patterns is now in
an initial stage, relying on the introgression of the Dro1 and
qSOR1 loci into a common recipient variety such as ‘IR64’.
It remains to be seen whether qSOR1 can indeed enhance P
uptake as expected.

Optimum branching patterns and deployment of roots for P
and Zn acquisition are likely to differ for rice grown in flooded
versus upland/rain-fed fields. In particular, the importance of
basal roots and topsoil exploration in flooded soils has not
been resolved. Topsoils of flooded rice paddies may not be
richer in P as in aerobic soils since paddy fields do not have
a structured soil profile due to repeated puddling. In addition,
the upper few centimetres of a flooded soil tend be oxic com-
pared with the reduced soils deeper down (Kirk, 2004) and, as
such, the presence of an oxidized layer may lead to decreased
P availability or an increased Zn availability compared with
the lower parts of the soil profile.

Potentially in flooded rice soils, the configuration of root
systems may be most efficient when they maximize the re-
capture of solubilized P or Zn, rather than root systems that
maximize exploration of the soil volume or explore the
topsoil layers. Studies with Zn-efficient rice lines revealed
that forming hills with a greater number of plants led to
increased Zn nutrition of crops (Hoffland et al., 2006).
While this may be the result of increased localized concentra-
tions of root exudates to solubilize Zn, is it also possible that
the intertwined roots actually enabled greater capture of Zn
because, while the Zn-chelate complex may diffuse away
from the root that released the chelating agent, the presence
of neighbouring roots ensures a high chance of re-capture.
The latter hypothesis has been supported by a recent modelling
study which found that root length density was the parameter
with the greatest influence on Zn uptake when Zn was solubi-
lized and chelated by the phytosiderophore DMA (Ptashnyk
et al., 2011). Essentially, because diffusion rates are higher
in flooded soil, overlapping root diffusion zones are highly
beneficial because roots can acquire Zn complexed with che-
lates released from neighbouring roots (Ptashnyk et al., 2011).

As with root traits that aid solubilization of P/Zn in the
rhizosphere, there have been limited physiological and
genetic studies on rice root architecture, and modelling has
been heavily relied upon. Kirk (2003) investigated the trade-
off involved in root requirements for internal aeration and
optimal characteristics for nutrient uptake, and the model
developed predicted that the current structure of rice roots,
whereby a coarse aerenchymous primary root contained nu-
merous fine, short lateral roots, would be the optimum combin-
ation to satisfy the needs for nutrient uptake and root aeration.
Modelling studies on Zn acquisition by lowland rice suggested
that the half distance between root axes was a critical param-
eter in determining Zn uptake (Adhikari and Rattan, 2000);
however, evidence from field studies to support this theory is
currently lacking.

Fine structure to increase root surface area at low cost

In the absence of soil heterogeneity, P and possibly Zn
uptake is typically thought to be proportional to the root
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surface area developed by a cultivar. Since the development of
root biomass represents a cost to the plant, both in terms of
carbon and P, any adaptation that reduces the carbon or P
costs to the plant would be beneficial. A number of root
traits that increase the surface area for P absorption at a low
metabolic cost have been identified in crop plants, including
the formation of finer roots, development of aerenchyma and
the formation of root hairs (Lynch, 2007). The formation of
root hairs and the ability to produce longer and finer roots
has also been linked to enhanced Zn uptake in other dryland
cereal crops such as wheat and barley (Dong et al., 1995;
Genc et al., 2007).

Rice plants also respond to P deficiency by increasing the
length and density of root hairs (Fig. 2). The response
appears to be mediated by both the internal-shoot P concentra-
tion and the soil-solution P concentration at the root surface
(Fig. 2). However, the data were obtained from experiments
with ‘Nipponbare’, a cultivar with poor tolerance to P defi-
ciency, which suggest that the root hair response is a common

response of rice to P deficiency and it remains to be seen
whether scope exists to increase root-hair length and density
beyond the level already present in standard varieties like
‘Nipponbare’.

Increased root fineness and enhanced root aerenchyma for-
mation are known P stress responses in rice (Kirk and Le
Van Du, 1997), which suggests that such mechanisms may
play a role in efficient acquisition of P. These traits would
also, in theory, benefit Zn acquisition due to enhanced root ex-
ploration of the soil volume at a low metabolic cost. The key
question with any of the above traits remains whether there
is demonstrable genotypic variation for these traits linked to
P/Zn acquisition of rice in the field that can be exploited
through plant breeding. This question is currently being
assessed using a genome-wide association mapping approach
based on the diversity present in 400 rice Genebank accessions
encompassing a very large portion of the rice gene pool (http://
www.ricediversity.org/people/collaborators.cfm; also see the
section ‘Breeding strategies and future prospective’).

An alternative to relying entirely on roots for P uptake is for
plants to form associations with mycorrhizal fungi. This
subject has been widely studied and reviewed (see Smith and
Smith, 2011), but because infection of rice roots by mycor-
rhizal fungi is rare in flooded soils there have been relatively
few studies on mycorrhizal colonization of rice. Aerobic in-
oculation of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) (Glomus
sp.) in the nursery of rice plants showed around 50 % survival
after transplantation to flooded fields but the inoculation of
AMF directly in the flooded paddy was not successful
(Solaiman and Hirata, 1997, 1998). Further studies using dif-
ferent strains of AMF over a number of genotypes are neces-
sary to understand the role of mycorrhizae in Zn uptake in
flooded paddy fields before concluding whether or not mycor-
rhizae play a significant role in Zn or P uptake by rice plants
under flooded conditions.

In contrast to Zn, there is evidence that the presence of
mycorrhizae enhances P uptake in upland rice crops (Maiti
et al., 2011a, b). Further, the fact that arbuscular mycorrhizae
(AM) specifically induce the rice high-affinity P transporter
OsPT11 (Paszkowski et al., 2002) suggests that AM fungi
may play a specialized role in P acquisition in upland rice.
Gao (2007) also reported that inoculation with AM improved
Zn uptake of aerobic rice, but only in genotypes with inherent-
ly low Zn uptake. It was thus concluded that breeding rice
plants with a high capacity to solubilize Zn in conjunction
with responsiveness to AM colonization was unlikely to be
feasible (Gao, 2007).

We are not aware of any evidence that AM colonization is
linked to genotypic Zn or P efficiency in rice. The fact that
AM colonization has not been successfully exploited in the
breeding programmes of other upland crops suggests that
scope for exploiting it in rice breeding is limited.

Maintenance of crown root development

Phosphorus deficiency typically leads to an increase in the
root : shoot ratio and while this may involve an absolute in-
crease in root biomass under mild P deficiency, more severe
P or Zn deficiency typically leads to an absolute decrease in
root biomass (Wissuwa and Ae, 2001a, b) and the increasing
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FI G. 2. The impact of P supply to roots on (A) root hair density and (B)
length of the P-inefficient rice cultivar ‘Nipponbare’ in a split-root study.
Rice seedlings were raised on a floating mesh for 7 d before being transplanted
into 90 mm × 90 mm × 200-mm-deep pots which contained P-deficient
andosol soil (described in Wissuwa and Ae, 2001a). Compartments were
either watered with full-strength Yoshida nutrient solution (+P) or Yoshida so-
lution without P (–P) and plants were harvested after 37 d. The split-root treat-
ment creates plants that have adequate shoot-tissue P concentrations but whose
roots are exposed to P-replete conditions in one root compartment but
P-deficient conditions in the other. Root growth/physiology in each compart-
ment therefore reflects plant response to the external root environment only.
Root hairs were measured microscopically using an Olympus BX50 equipped
with a DP20 digital camera (Olympus Imaging, Tokyo, Japan). Root-hair
length was measured on digital micrographs of 1st order lateral roots, using
segments of root 0–30 mm from the root tip. Photographs were taken at 0.2,
0.7, 1.2, 1.7 and 2.2 mm from the tip of six root segments and the five

longest hairs per slide were measured and averaged.
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root : shoot ratio would thus be due to a proportionally larger
decline in shoot biomass. This decrease in root biomass was
attributed to a direct effect of low P availability rather than
to a lack of assimilate supply from shoots (Wissuwa et al.,
2005). In rice almost the entire root system is derived from
crown roots that continuously emerge from the lower nodes
of the shoot. The rate at which these crown roots emerge is
sensitive to stress, and Zn-deficiency was found to reduce
crown-root number by up to 75 % in a sensitive cultivar,
while a tolerant cultivar maintained a much higher proportion
of the non-stress crown root number (Widodo et al., 2010; see
also Fig. 3A).

Recent data showed that this ability to maintain crown root
development under Zn deficiency is a general feature shared
by all cultivars possessing tolerance to Zn deficiency
(S. M. Impa, IRRI, Los Baños, The Philippines, unpubl. res;
Fig. 3B). That the difference in crown root emergence can

be detected as early as 3 d after transplanting implies that
this trait is an independent tolerance mechanism. As such, it
is now one of the main traits targeted in breeding for enhanced
tolerance to Zn deficiency, and efforts are under way to map
loci controlling the trait (G. Gregorio, IRRI, Los Baños, The
Philippines and M. Wissuwa, JIRCAS, Tsukuba, Japan,
unpubl. res.). Studies characterizing the effect of the Pup1
locus on plant performance under P deficiency also hint to
an involvement of Pup1 in maintaining crown root emergence
(Gamuyao et al., 2012), further highlighting the potential of
this trait in rice breeding for nutrient-poor environments.

Root traits to increase uptake efficiency: P and Zn transporters

Plants take up orthophosphate from the soil via phosphate
transporters to overcome the steep P concentration gradient
between the soil solution and the cytoplasm of root cells
(Raghothama, 1999). One adaptation of plants to P deficiency
is the up-regulation of high-affinity P transporters in the roots,
giving rise to the hypothesis that manipulation of these trans-
porters at the molecular level may improve the tolerance of
plants to low-P soils (Muchhal and Raghothama, 1999). A
number of attempts have been made in other upland crops to
improve P nutrition by manipulating the expression of such
transporters, but these studies have yielded little success to
date (reviewed by Richardson et al., 2009). For example, trans-
genic barley plants that overexpressed a P transporter failed to
acquire more P from nutrient solution or soil than wild-type
plants (Rae et al., 2004). Plants seem well adapted for obtain-
ing P from the low concentrations in soil solution, and the
movement of P into the soil solution from solid phases may
be the rate-limiting step.

Rice has 13 known P transporters, of which 12 are
expressed, and an additional 13 putative P transporters have re-
cently been identified (Liu et al., 2011). So far, only two of
these transporters have been functionally characterized, reveal-
ing that OsPT2 encodes a low-affinity and OsPT6 a high-
affinity transporter (Ai et al., 2009). To date, our studies on
P transporters in rice have led to similar conclusions to those
of Richardson et al. (2009). Up-regulation of P transporters
in root tissue of the P-inefficient rice cultivar ‘Nipponbare’ oc-
curred at similar levels to those observed in the P-efficient
NIL6-4 under P deficiency (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009),
suggesting that even cultivars that are poorly adapted to
P-deficiency have well-adapted P transporters in roots.
Similar data were obtained from a study using the irrigated
rice variety ‘IR64’ (Gamuyao et al., 2012). Our studies inves-
tigating the Michaelis–Menten kinetics of rice genotypes that
differ in P efficiency in upland fields have found that higher
Km values or lower Cmin values are not specifically associated
with P-efficient or P-inefficient lines (Table 1). However, it
is worth noting that large-scale screening experiments that
specifically target root P-uptake rates have not yet been
conducted.

While it appears that prospects for improving P uptake
through higher expression of root P transporters are limited
in upland rice, the case may be different for lowland rice
because of differences in soil chemistry. Under flooded soil
conditions, diffusion coefficients for P are predicted to be
10–100 times faster because of the reduced tortuosities of
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diffusion paths (Turner and Gillam, 1976). As a consequence,
the uptake of P across the root membrane may be the rate-
limiting step for P acquisition, rather than speed of replenishment
of the soil solution P (i.e. solution–solid phase P equilibria).
It must be borne in mind that other conditions could moderate
this effect, such as the accelerated formation of Fe-compounds
in reduced soils increasing P-binding sites (Kirk, 2004). We
are unaware of any direct evidence to support the dominance
of one process over the other and, therefore, whether solid-
solution phase P equilibria are more rapid in flooded versus
aerobic soils. This aside, enhanced P uptake by rice plants in
low-to-medium-P flooded soil has recently been reported
by overexpression of a P transporter OsPht1;8 (OsPT8)
(Jia et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011). Given that OsPT8 was
expressed in a range of tissues other than roots, it is possible
that overexpression of this transporter (or overexpression
of OsPHR2) somehow altered the partitioning of P within
the plant, which may have enabled greater root growth to
acquire P from the soil. However, in the absence of any evi-
dence of this in the studies of Jia et al. (2011) and Wu et al.
(2011), the logical conclusion to draw would be that overex-
pression of the OsPT8 resulted in a greater density of P trans-
porter proteins per unit of root length, which enabled higher
P uptake rates from the soil solution. The results of Jia et al.
(2011) and Wu et al. (2011) are, on face value, quite promis-
ing; however, until further understanding of the mechanism(s)
of higher P uptake is gained and verification of results over a
wider range of soils is obtained, it is difficult to speculate how
useful such a trait may be.

Plants take up Zn from the soil using transporters from
the Zn-regulated transporters in the iron (Fe)-regulated
transporter-like protein (ZIP) gene family. ZIP transporter
genes and their known or putative roles in rice plants have
been recently reviewed by Ishimaru et al. (2011), and inter-
ested readers are encouraged to read that review for detailed
discussions on Zn transporters in rice. Essentially, while
several root-expressed ZIP transporter genes are up-regulated
under Zn-deficiency stress (Ishimaru et al. 2011), there is no
evidence yet to suggest that Zn-efficient rice genotypes have
greater expression of particular Zn transporters in roots, or

that overexpression of ZIP transporter genes in roots confers
greater Zn uptake in Zn-deficient soils. Further, studies on
Zn uptake kinetics have also concluded that while high-affinity
Zn uptake systems exist, they do not appear to be involved in
any genotypic tolerance to Zn deficiency in upland crops such
as wheat (Hacisalihoglu et al., 2001) or in lowland rice
(Bowen, 1986).

WHOLE-PLANT TRAITS TO IMPROVE
INTERNAL EFFICIENCY AND MAINTENANCE

OF ROOT TRAITS

Resource allocation between root and shoot

It is expected that plants tightly regulate and balance processes
representing a cost to the plant, such as developing and main-
taining roots, entering symbiotic relationships with mycor-
rhizae, or releasing nutrient-solubilizing agents from roots
(Lambers et al., 2006). In experiments varying light level
and P supply, it was shown that P deficiency generally led to
an increase in the root : shoot ratio (from below 20 % to
40 %) even under low-light conditions, due mainly to a de-
crease in shoot biomass while root biomass was kept constant
or declined slightly under more severe P deficiency (Wissuwa
et al., 2005). In their study, Wissuwa et al. (2005) detected in-
creasing starch concentrations with increasing P deficiency in
roots, but much less so in shoots, which suggested that (a)
assimilates were preferentially distributed to roots and (b)
that assimilate supply may not have been the growth-limiting
factor. Instead it was concluded that low P availability directly
limited growth and that the distribution of P between root and
shoot (the root : shoot P ratio) was an important factor. It
increased from 20 % to 30 % under P deficiency and in com-
bination with a very high internal P-use efficiency in roots,
contributed to the overall increasing root : shoot ratio for
biomass. We have recently shown that internal P-use efficiency
differs among rice genotypes (Rose et al., 2011b; Rose and
Wissuwa, 2012), and further work in characterizing promising
genotypes is ongoing.

TABLE 1. Kinetic P-uptake parameters (initial [P] ¼ 20 mM) for six genotypes previously grown under P-deficient or P-replete
hydroponic conditions

Pre-treatment
Genotype (tolerance to P

deficiency)*
Maximum uptake rate, Imax

(mmoles g21 h21)
Concentration at half

Imax, Km (mM)
Minimum concentration,

Cmin (mM)
Maximum uptake rate/

efflux rate (Imax/X )

–P Kasalath (E) 13+2 1.7+0.6 0.22+0.06 5.3+2.0
Nerica10 (E) 8+3 1.5+1.1 0.15+0.04 6.5+0.3
IAC47 (E) 26+15 7.8+3.9 0.19+0.01 15.5+4.7
Dular (E) 32+12 7.1+4.0 0.16+0.02 17.7+5.3
Nipponbare (I) 19+2 2.6+0.7 0.23+0.07 4.1+0.6
Nerica9 (I) 28+12 6.5+4.1 0.21+0.03 13.5+7.6

+ P Kasalath (E) 6+1 1.2+1.0 1.3+++++1.2† 1.9+0.1
Nerica10 (E) 8+1 1.6+1.6 1.3+++++1.6 2.2+0.1
IAC47 (E) 8+2 2.4+2.1 0.6+++++0.2 4.6+2.0
Dular (E) 5++1 1.7+0.3 1.6+++++0.1 2.2+0.4
Nipponbare (I) 24+17 3.5+2.8 0.6+++++0.3 2.8+0.7
Nerica9 (I) 11+1 1.5+0.4 0.6+++++0.1 3.4+0.9

* The genotypes are categorized as P-efficient (P) or P-inefficient (I), based on tolerance rankings under field conditions.
† Values in bold given under +P conditions represent the concentration in solution after 28 h, at which time it is likely that depletion had not yet ceased.
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If P is indeed directly limiting plant growth under more
severe P deficiency, distributing a bigger proportion of assim-
ilates to roots to maintain root growth or to enhance root exud-
ation may not represent a critical cost factor for plants.
Furthermore, where P directly limits growth, fine-tuning the
distribution of it will be very crucial. In fact, model simula-
tions suggested that a small increase in the root : shoot P
ratio would be one of the most efficient ways to overcome P
deficiency since the extra P in roots would drive root growth
and further P uptake (Wissuwa, 2003). In that regard the
low-cost root system discussed in the subsection ‘Fine struc-
ture to increase root surface area at low cost’ may have to be
seen primarily from the point of low cost of P, not carbon.

Recent analyses of rice root exudates by GC-MS (gas chro-
matography–mass spectrometry) show that a myriad of differ-
ent sugars, amino acids and secondary metabolites leave the
rice root along with the more conventionally-measured
LMWOAs citrate and malate (Suzuki et al., 2009; Tawaraya
et al., 2009). Unfortunately precise calculations of the total
carbon being thus exuded are still lacking but it appears that,
accounting for all other metabolites, the total carbon being
lost from roots could be 10–50 times greater than the
amount of citrate/malate exuded. A carbon loss of such mag-
nitude could indicate that (a) growth under P deficiency is
indeed not limited by carbon and that (b) the seemingly unspe-
cific exudation of a multitude of compounds many perform a
beneficial function in the rhizosphere, possibly by enhancing
plant–microbe interactions in some way that may eventually
provide better access to P to the rice plant.

In light of the potentially unresolved question of carbon or P
limitations under P deficiency it would be desirable to model
the effect of alternative root-to-shoot distribution patterns of
P and carbon on the growth and nutrient acquisition of rice
under various levels of P deficiency. This approach may
provide a different set of optimum solutions, both in terms
of P and carbon allocation for plant growth or of carbon allo-
cation for root exudation, depending on the severity of P defi-
ciency. Such modelling exercises would not only improve our
understanding of the plasticity of plant responses to P but may
ultimately be of use in defining selection criteria for plant
breeding. Unfortunately it appears that most current plant
growth models are ill-suited to perform such a task because
growth is typically modelled as a function of carbon assimila-
tion (mainly affected by radiation interception, temperature
and possibly water and N uptake) but not as a function of
other growth-limiting factors.

Overcoming oxidative stress

Both macronutrient and micronutrient deficiencies in plants
induce an oxidative stress that manifests as higher-than-usual
levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), increased lipid perox-
idation and protein oxidation, loss of cell integrity and, even-
tually, cell death and tissue decay (Gill and Tuteja, 2010). If
root damage by ROS can be minimized it would be expected
that the maintenance of root function would further contribute
to overcoming deficiency through the continuation of soil ex-
ploration and nutrient acquisition.

Under P deficiency, oxidative stress in the form of increased
H2O2 production and lipid peroxidation is generally considered

to be mild (Malusa et al., 2002). In contrast, Zn deficiency in
plants usually results in severe cell damage by ROS, mainly
because Zn is a necessary component in numerous antioxidant
and homeostatic enzymes (Broadley et al., 2007). Indeed,
increased ROS is considered to be the primary mechanism
by which Zn deficiency damages crop plants (Cakmak,
2000). Furthermore, oxidative damage is strongly exacerbated
by high concentrations of soil bicarbonate that commonly
co-occur with Zn deficiency (Rose et al., 2011a). Gill and
Tuteja (2010) propose that abiotic stress tolerance may therefore
be improved by enhancing in vivo levels of antioxidant enzymes
or metabolites in plants. Recent studies on Zn-efficient rice
genotypes shows that levels of ROS and ROS-related damage
are consistently lower than in inefficient genotypes, and that
this tolerance is often correlated with increased levels of
antioxidant enzymes or metabolites (Table 2). Such an invest-
ment in greater ROS-defence mechanisms may come at a
slight biomass- or yield-cost under highly productive condi-
tions; however, under Zn-deficient (and possibly P-deficient)
environments, breeding for such traits would appear to be
desirable.

General response to stress: stress response versus tolerant
response

One result of microarray and metabolomic comparisons
between tolerant and sensitive cultivars typically has been
that stress-response pathways and genes are expressed at a
higher level in sensitive cultivars, while tolerant ones maintain
normal plant functions to a higher degree (Pariasca-Tanaka
et al., 2009; Widodo et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2012).
Physiological studies also indicate that tolerance to Zn defi-
ciency by some rice genotypes is conferred by the capacity
to continue the efflux of DMA, rather than reduce its efflux,
as is observed in Zn-intolerant lines (M. T. Rose, unpubl.
res.). It cannot be ruled out that these differences are due to
lower stress levels being experienced by tolerant cultivars as
a result of better nutrient uptake. However, it is also possible
that some sensing/regulation event tells plants to behave differ-
ently, and that the ‘stress response’ (referred to in the literature
in the case of P deficiency as ‘the Pi deprivation response’) is
not beneficial. Perhaps the best-documented evidence of this is
the PHO1 response in arabidopsis reported by Rouached et al.
(2011). The PHO1 gene in arabidopsis (AtPHO1) is involved
in translocation of Pi from roots to shoots, and PHO1
mutants show P-deficiency symptoms in shoots when plants
are grown in P-replete conditions (Morcuende et al., 2007).
Rouached et al. (2011) showed that arabidopsis and rice
plants with reduced expression of the PHO1 gene sustained
growth when transferred to a P-deficient medium (to the
level of plants grown in a P-replete medium), while wild-type
plants showed a marked decrease in growth upon transfer to
the P-deficient growing medium. The plants with reduced
PHO1 expression were able to grow because there was suffi-
cient Pi in vacuoles that was remobilized for metabolic func-
tions, where in wild-type plants the typical Pi-deprivation
response was triggered, causing a reduction in growth rate
despite there being sufficient Pi stored in the vacuoles to
sustain normal growth (Rouached et al., 2011). Essentially,
suppressing the Pi deprivation response allowed plants to
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sustain growth. We hypothesize that many genes that confer
root traits which overcome abiotic stresses may in fact be
those that avoid the typical stress-response pathways.

BREEDING STRATEGIES AND FUTURE
PROSPECTIVE

Breeding for improved nutrient acquisition can be approached
with modern breeding tools, based on transgenic approaches or
MAS, or through conventional breeding schemes that typically
rely on some form of phenotypic selection in target environ-
ments. In each case a breeder will need to decide whether to
base their selection on some trait thought to improve nutrient
uptake and yield, or whether to follow a purely performance-
based approach, selecting for yield (grain, biomass) or nutrient
uptake. In this final section we will discuss the pros and cons
of these alternative approaches.

Performance-based selection

Screening experiments on nutrient-deficient soils typically
expose varietal differences in grain yield or total nutrient
uptake (Wissuwa and Ae, 2001a; Quijano-Guerta et al.,
2002) and we can assume that this variation is, in part, due
to some past selection in a similarly nutrient-limited environ-
ment. Thus, straightforward selection for performance under
nutrient deficiency has worked in the past and will continue
to produce superior cultivars in the future. In fact the IRRI
breeding line IR55179 (see Fig. 3B) serves as a good

example, since it was recently selected from trials on low-Zn
soils where it out-performed even the most tolerant check
variety (S. M. Impa and G. Gregorio, IRRI, Los Baños, the
Philippines, unpubl. res.).

One potential complication of conventional breeding for
improved nutrient acquisition is that nutrient deficiencies
tend to be patchy across field plots. Heterogeneous nutrient
availability at screening sites can result in environmental
effects masking genetic effects and, as a result, the realized
heritability may be rather low. To improve the gains made in
selection may require very extensive and costly field testing
in multiple target environments (Wissuwa et al., 2009). This
potential drawback of performance-based conventional selec-
tion may be overcome by the use of modern breeding
approaches that rely on molecular markers tightly linked to
loci controlling field performance. MAS is particularly suit-
able for traits with low heritability because the need for exten-
sive field screening is reduced, since lines of a breeding
population that do not have the desired marker genotype can
be eliminated before field evaluations.

The prerequisite for employing MAS in the improvement of
nutrient acquisition in rice obviously is the availability of
markers tightly linked to a locus or gene significantly enhan-
cing nutrient uptake under field conditions. Marker availability
is no longer a limiting factor in rice because the rice genome
sequence offers near limitless opportunities for marker design
– instead the bottleneck in applying MAS lies in the low
number of loci that have been mapped with the required preci-
sion and have been confirmed to affect plant performance in

TABLE 2. Summary of the ROS and antioxidant levels of Zn-efficient and Zn-inefficient genotypes under Zn-deficiency stress

Study Genotypes Plant tissue ROS levels (efficient vs. inefficient)
Antioxidant enzyme or metabolite levels

(efficient vs. inefficient)

Chen et al. (2008) Zn-efficient genotype: IR8192 Shoot Lower cell membrane permeability Higher total SOD
Higher POD

Zn-inefficient genotype: Erjiufeng Lower MDA No difference CAT
Lower H2O2 No difference APX

Hajiboland and
Beiramzadeh (2008)

Zn-efficient genotype: Amol Shoot Higher H2O2 No difference total SOD
No difference MDA No difference POD

Zn-inefficient genotype: Dashti No difference CAT
No difference APX

Root No difference H2O2 No difference total SOD
No difference MDA Higher POD (in aerated hydroponics)
No difference superoxide No difference CAT

No difference APX
Chen et al. (2009) Zn-efficient genotype: IR8192 Root Lower cell membrane permeability Higher total SOD

Higher POD
Zn-inefficient genotype: Erjiufeng Lower MDA No difference CAT

Lower H2O2 No difference APX
Frei et al. (2010) Zn-efficient genotype: RIL46 Shoot Lower H2O2 No difference total SOD

Zn-inefficient genotype: IR74 Lower superoxide Lower POD
No difference CAT
Lower APX
Higher ascorbic acid (total and reduced)

Rose et al. (2012) Zn-efficient genotype: RIL46 Root Lower H2O2 No difference total SOD
Higher non Cu/Zn SOD

Zn-inefficient genotype: IR74 No difference POD
No difference APX
Higher gluconic acid
Higher oxolutaric acid

Abbreviations: MDA, malondialdehyde; SOD, superoxide dismutase; POD, peroxidase; CAT, catalase; APX, ascorbate peroxidase.
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the field. At present the best example of MAS for a
nutrient-acquisition trait in rice is the Pup1 locus, which had
been mapped as a major QTL for P uptake, biomass and
grain yield under low-P field conditions (Wissuwa and Ae,
2001a; Wissuwa et al., 2002). Markers diagnostic of the
Pup1 locus in a wide variety of rice cultivars have been devel-
oped (Chin et al., 2010, 2011) and Pup1 has now been trans-
ferred to modern rice variation through marker-assisted
backcrossing, showing first encouraging results in field screen-
ing trials (Gamuyao et al., 2012).

Trait-based selection

Much of the work in plant nutrition has been devoted to the
identification of traits thought to enhance nutrient uptake and
we have reviewed those linked to P and Zn uptake in preceding
sections. Despite the attention received, few traits have proved
effective in applied plant breeding, the selection for shallow
root angle being one of the few positive exceptions (Lynch,
2007; Wissuwa et al., 2009). Before specific traits can be con-
sidered in selection, whether in conventional breeding or
MAS, they need to meet two requirements, namely that (a)
genotypic variation exists within the rice gene pool for the
gene(s) controlling the trait, and (b) this genotypic variation
leads to an advantage in nutrient uptake under field conditions.
Unfortunately there are few examples that meet both require-
ments and an urgent need therefore exists to identify those
traits that have a plausible chance of meeting these require-
ments. For example, while P or Zn transporters are no doubt
crucially important for P and Zn uptake, there is no evidence
suggesting that genotypic variation exists that could be
exploited in breeding. Transgenic approaches that alter the ex-
pression of key genes are one potential solution to the lack of
genotypic variation; however, until now most attempts to
enhance plant performance have not been successful
(Wissuwa et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2011). Whether the
transgenic approach becomes increasingly relevant for nutrient
uptake traits in the future will depend not only on the identifi-
cation of novel key genes but equally on the public acceptance
of transgenic staple crops like rice.

Conclusions and outlook

In the case of some traits that have been clearly implicated
in Zn or P efficiency in rice such as DMA efflux or ROS tol-
erance (Fig. 1), it may be prudent to undertake genotypic
screening trials that specifically target these traits, followed
by classical QTL mapping using bi-parental crosses made
based on the initial screening experiments. Such an approach
has proved useful in identifying QTLs for root shallowness
which confers P-efficiency in the field and might be useful
for breeding (Lynch, 2007). However, we believe a more
promising approach is the classical forward genetic approach
that typically starts with the identification of a donor with su-
perior performance in a target environment, followed by QTL
mapping and eventual cloning of the underlying gene. Forward
genetics has the advantage that it is not based on pre-
conceptions of what trait can enhance nutrient acquisition
and therefore is not limited by our incomplete current knowl-
edge. Furthermore, forward genetics enables the discovery of

new tolerance mechanisms and genes as exemplified by the
Pup1 major gene that is a novel gene not present in the rice
reference genome and would therefore have been impossible
to detect by other strategies (Gamuyao et al., 2012). This phe-
nomenon has also occurred for other abiotic stress-tolerance
traits in rice, such as submergence tolerance (Sub1) (Xu
et al., 2006).

Given the central role of P and Zn in metabolic and catabol-
ic processes, and the complexity of soil–plant interactions, a
potential limitation of forward genetics appears is that multiple
loci/genes interact to produce a superior phenotype and that
the detectable contribution of each locus to the overall pheno-
typic variation within a population remains too small (Widodo
et al., 2010) for breeders to be convinced of their utility
in MAS. In such cases a trait-based approach may offer advan-
tages if combined with a forward genetics strategy. Identifying
the main tolerance mechanisms segregating in mapping popu-
lations, followed by QTL mapping of these tolerance mechan-
isms, possibly under highly targeted artificial screening
conditions, should increase the power of detecting major
QTL. To establish their relevance it would have to be shown
that such trait-specific major QTL co-localize with QTL
detected for field performance. At present this strategy is
being employed to identify major QTL for tolerance to Zn
deficiency – the two main tolerance mechanisms used for
trait-based QTL mapping being crown root emergence and
DMA exudation (see subsections ‘Efflux of ligands from
roots’ and ‘Maintenance of crown root development’).

In the past QTL mapping has been a rather lengthy process,
often taking 10 years or more, but new high-throughput marker
platforms promise to speed up conventional QTL mapping,
while genome-wide association studies may offer opportun-
ities to even bypass some of the steps needed in QTL
mapping. Furthermore, mapping based on genome-wide asso-
ciation studies using association panels of several hundred rice
genebank accessions would offer the additional advantage that
the genotypic variation assessed is much wider compared with
the traditional QTL mapping based on a bi-parental cross.
These new technologies offer opportunities as never before
to identify loci and traits enhancing nutrient acquisition and
we can expect rapid progress to be made in this area in the
near future. Whether these loci and traits will eventually
become tools in practical breeding will depend largely on
whether breeders are convinced of their positive effect in a
farmer’s fields. Linking gene identification and trait character-
ization to field performance will therefore remain as important
as it has always been.
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